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endless
possiblities

R  
EA TAPE CLASSIC Kinesiology Tape is a pro-
fessionally engineered, dynamic therapeutic 
kinesiology support for all body areas. REA 

TAPE gives support for injured structures without com-
promising a healthy range of motion. REA TAPE pro-
vides neurosensory feedback so that you do not feel 
pain or discomfort as much or at all, which then helps 
to activate the neuromuscular response and activation 
of muscles providing THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT 24/7

REA TAPE CLASSIC
Size: 5m x 5cm | 16ft 4in x 2in  
Fabric: 100% cotton 
Colours: 
Package:  1 roll in a box / 6-pack display / 120 carton

KINESIOLOGY TAPING



REA TAPE PREMIUM
Size: 5m x 5cm | 16ft 4in x 2in 
Fabric: 100% rayon  
Colours:    
Package:  1 roll in a stop-rewind box / 96 carton

R  
EA TAPE PREMIUM is made from extraordi-
nary silky smooth shiny delicate fabric that is 
extra comfortable to wear, extra gentle and 

extra strong. This tape is specially designed and dedi-
cated for toughest workouts and extreme weather con-
ditions including high humidity and low temperatures.
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express 

 yourself
funky patterns

REA TAPE PATTERN

Size: 5m x 5cm | 16ft 4in x 2in 
Fabric: 100% cotton  
Patterns :
 
Package:  1 roll in a box / 6-pack display / 120 carton

R  
EA TAPE PATTERN is the first kinesiology tape 
designed to brighten up your day with its unique 
vivid designs and soft cotton fabric. Thanks to 

the attributes of classic kinesiology tape and original pat-
ters it will quickly become your favorite. REA TAPE PAT-
TERN is suitable for kids and young-at-heart grown-ups!



extra
strong glue

REA TAPE ULTRA STRONG

stickier 
than ever

Size: 5m x 5cm | 16ft 4in x 2in 
Fabric: 100% cotton  
Colours:    
Package:  1 roll in a box / 6-pack display / 120 carton

R  
EA TAPE ULTRA STRONG is dedicated for 
crossfit maniacs and extreme sports en-
thusiasts. This tape is stickier than any 

other brand of kinesiology tape helping you to per-
form at your best with confidence. Extra strong ad-
hesive won’t be beaten by sweat or water mak-
ing you unstoppable in any condition or climate.  



NEW
patent

R  
EA TAPE PROTECT is an innova-
tive tape that opens a new era in 
the world of kinesiology taping.  

This is an exceptional tape under a patent pro-
tection available only to REA TAPE customers.  
REA TAPE PROTECT is designed for con-
tact sports enthusiasts who require addi-
tional protection during their kicks and hits.  
REA TAPE PROTECT is an unique fusion of classic ki-
nesiology tape that is reinforced by high-density foam 
hexagons that absorb the impact energy. 

REA TAPE PROTECT
SIze: 5m x 5cm | 16ft 4in x 2in 
Fabric: 100% cotton with high density foam hexagons 
Colours:
Package:  1 roll in a box / 20 rolls in carton



wild 
 tentacles
wrap sharp

REA TAPE OCTOPUS
Size: 5cm x 30cm | 7cm x 30cm
         2in x 11.8in | 2.75in x 11.8in 
Fabric: 100% cotton 
Colours: 

R  
EA TAPE OCTOPUS is kinesiology tape dedi-
cated for lymphatic drainage. Tape is sup-
plied in  super convenient pieces that allow 

fast and scissors free application. Since every piece 
is already ‘machine precut’ all the edges are neat-
ly and evenly cut giving you outstanding results.



REA TAPE GLUE
Capacity: 113g | 4 oz 

R  
EA TAPE GLUE is nonpharmacological medi-
cal grade spray adhesive designed for use 
directly on the skin in conjunction with kine-

siology tapes. REA TAPE GLUE improves kinesiology 
tape adherence on sweaty body parts, during extreme 
workouts and while swimming. Specially developed 
formula ensures that glue is gentle on skin, hypoal-
lergenic, odorless and colorless. Spray package lets 
you use quantities as required so there is no waste.

when more 
stickness is

   needed Package:  1 can in a box / 12-pack display / 72 carton



cast-like

R  
EA TAPE SPORT is made from 100% cotton 
porous adhering zinc oxide material which 
is non elastic. REA TAPE SPORT is designed 

for maximum tackiness. This tape is not like gener-
ic brands on the market. REA TAPE SPORT unravels 
smoothly and consistently all the way to the core and 
tears easily by hand so you don’t have to fumble with 
scissors. Any athletic trainer will be able to feel the 
difference in quality the second they start using it.

REA TAPE SPORT
Size: 10m x 3.8cm  |  33ft x 1.5in 
Fabric: 100% cotton 
Colours:   
Package:  1 roll / 32-pack display / 192 carton

support

ultra soft

R  
EA TAPE UNDERWRAP can be applied before 
a tape job to prevent chafing - ideal for sensi-
tive skin. REA TAPE UNDERWRAP’s high quality 

means it comes off the roll smoothly and conforms to the 
body part that is about to be taped. The thin lightweight 
foam provides a barrier between the skin and the tape 
in order to protect the skin from friction and chafing.

REA TAPE UNDERWRAP
touch

Size: 27m x 7cm  |  88ft 6in x 2.7in 
Fabric: 100% medical grade polyurethane foam 
Colours:   
Package:  1 roll / 6-pack display /  72  carton

R  
EA TAPE COHESIVE BANDAGE is an elastic 
bandage that provides support, compres-
sion and warmth for injured limbs and joints. 

It’s a stretchy, flexible wrap that doesn’t restrict move-
ment. Cohesive bandage sticks only to itself, not to the 
skin, which makes it more comfortable to wear than 
adhesive tape especially when strapping hairy parts of 
the body. It is easy to tear by hand. Cohesive bandage 
is a very versatile tape with a multitude of potencial 
uses - most popular being sports use and veterinary.  

REA TAPE COHESIVE NEW
hand tear Size: 4.5m x 5cm  |  4.5m x 7.5cm 

         14ft 9in x 2in |14ft 9in x 3in 
Fabric: non vowen (latex) 
Colours:  

BANDAGE 



Colour Resistance Size Width Thickness

Grey light 60 cm loop / 30 cm flat 5 cm 0.6 mm

Red medium 60 cm loop / 30 cm flat 5 cm 1.0 mm

Black heavy 60 cm loop / 30 cm flat 5 cm 1.2 mm

REA MINI LOOP BAND
Material: natural latex 
Resistance: light, medium, heavy 
Colours:   

THERAPY & TRAINING 

REA  POWER BAND
Material: natural latex  
Resistance: 7kg to 114kg  
Colours:   

Colour Resistance Size Weight Thickness

Red 7 - 11 kg 208 cm x 1.3 cm 118 g 4.5 mm

Black 23 - 34 kg 208 cm x 2.2 cm 200 g 4.5 mm

Purple 45 - 54 kg 208 cm x 2.9 cm 263 g 4.5 mm

Green 54 - 79 kg 208 cm x 4.5 cm 408 g 4.5 mm

Blue 79 - 104 kg 208 cm x 6.4 cm 580 g 4.5 mm

Orange 104 - 114 kg 208 cm x 8.3 cm 750 g 4.5 mm

REA VOODOO FLOSS BAND
Material: natural latex 
Colours:
Package:  1pc in carry bag

Colour Resistance Lenght Width Thickness

Red standard 208 cm 5 cm 1.0 mm

Black extreme 208 cm 5 cm 1.5 mm

dare to
break

set

jet

floss
the pain



REA BLACK ROLLER
Size: 45 cm x 15 cm 
Material: EPP foam
Durability: up to 350 kg  

THERAPY & TRAINING

REA ROLLER SNAKE
Size: 45 cm x 15 cm 
Material: EVA foam with massage dots
Durability: 350 kg

REA ROLLER EPE
Size: 45 cm x 15 cm 
Material: EPE foam
Durability: 350 kg

roll like
snake

plain but
powerfull

R  
EA ROLLER, depending on the model, contains specially designed raised blocks, gentle hexagonal massage dots 
or plain surface. All REA ROLLERS are firm but flexible, much like the thumbs of a massage therapist. As you roll 
over the top, specially designed surface gently stretches soft tissue (muscle and fascia) in multiple directions. 

REA ROLLER surface is much firmer than muscle tissue but much softer than bone so it doesn’t deflect out the way 
when it contacts your spine or other bony protrusions. Through simple techniques you can control the amount of 
pressure the roller has to your body.

REA ROLLER EVA
Size: 33 cm x 14 cm 
Material: EVA foam / ABS core
Durability: up to 350 kg 
Foam colours:
Core colours:    

spiky
friend

NEW
ultra light



REA BALANCE DISC
Diameter: 34 cm 
Durability: up to 220 kg 
Included: pump 

R  
EA BALANCE DISC can be used in multiple ways. 
When used as a sitting cushion it strengthens 
your core and back muscles, relieves long-term 

back pain and shoulder aches, improves posture, balance 
and sensory modulations. REA BALANCE DISC workouts 
target a number of muscle groups: upper and lower back, 
abs, core, torso, arms, legs and gluts. REA BALANCE DISC 
is a combination of two surfaces: LARGE SPIKY DIMPLES 
on one side for relaxing foot massages and VERY SMALL 
DIMPLES on the reverse side to act as a wobble seat cush-
ion for your chair and great replacement for ball chair            
seats. REA BALANCE DISC is easy to inflate as it comes with 
smart pump. You choose the inflation level that’s right.                                            

round
   hedgehog

REA ACUPRESSURE MAT
Mat size:  72 cm x 43 cm 
Pillow size: 37 cm x 15 cm x 10 cm 
Material: 100% cotton fabric and non toxic ABS ‘nails’ 

R  
EA ACUPRESSURE MAT is easy self-treatment 
set with 8,000 nails.  The bed of nails has been 
used in India for relaxation exercises, medita-

tion and yoga for thousands of years. There are many 
factors that indicate the pain relief is due to the pressure 
from the bed of nails activating body’s own production 
of endorphins. Endorphins give pain relief and sense of 
well-being. They can also give sense of intoxication.                                      

NEW
feeling



REA BALL SINGLE
Diameter: 6.4 cm 
Material: silicone
Package:  1pc in carry bag

REA BALL DOUBLE
Size: 2 x 6.4 cm diameter 
Material: silicone 
Package:  1pc in carry bag

it’s not just
a ball

THERAPY & TRAINING

R  
EA BALL decreases the chances of injury, enhances your movement efficiency and increases your per-
formance and flexibility. Myofascial massage balls complement foam rollers and other mobility tools 
and can be used before and after WODs for warm up and recovery. REA BALL works amazingly for mas-

saging out trigger points / muscle knots and for enhancing performance in the gym and in life. REA BALL helps 
to effectively get rid of shoulder pain, neck pain, upper and lower back pain, hip and glute pain and stiffness, leg 
and knee pain, calf pain, ankle stiffness and Achilles problems, sciatica, disc issues, muscle tension. REA BALL is 
available in 2 options: SINGLE BALL and DOUBLE BALL - each ball comes in INDIVIDUAL HANDY CARRYING BAG 

it’s not just
a peanut



REA SPEED ROPE
Size: handles - 15,5 cm / wire 3m  
Materiał: handles - aluminium / wire - steel 
Colours:
Package:  1pc in carry bag

bounce 
like a
spring

R  
EA SPEED ROPE is an ULTRA SPEED CABLE JUMP 
ROPE perfect for your cross training and cardio 
fitness - equipped with 360° BALL BEARING 

technology allowing you to jump faster. REA SPEED ROPE 
is super-fast and is sure to improve your double unders 
RPM (reps per minute) & lets you RX your WOD. Excellent 
for cardio workouts, fitness exercise, conditioning, boxing 
and MMA. 15.5cm ALUMINIUM METAL HANDLES provide 
extra-long grip which makes it easier to hold even dur-
ing high intensity workout. FULLY ADJUSTABLE KINK RE-
SISTANT 3M LONG STEEL WIRE can be easily adjusted by 
hand screws so it can be used by Men, Women and Chil-
dren. Perfect for beginners as well as advanced jumpers.



razor

REA TAPE SCISSORS
Blade material: titanium coated stainless steel 
Blade length: 11cm (4.5”) 
Colour:   

sharp

measure

REA TAPE GONIOMETER
Material: toughened clear plastic 
Graduation: 0-340mm 
Protrector: 0-360dgr
Different sizes and types available

your angles

REA TAPE RETRACTABLE

Length: 150cm 
Graduation: cm & inch 
Color :  

pocket
size

measure

REA BMI METER
Length: 150cm  
Graduation: cm & inch | kg & lbs  
Automatically Retracting 

yourself

   MEASURING TAPE

ACCESSORIES



REA TAPE

 
 
Phone :  
+1-321-REA-TAPE 
+44 7408-870719 
+44 7408-802318 
+48 888-504-504 
+82 10-6363-8195

REA TAPE Power To Be Your 
Best


